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Abstract: Intense international competition pushes the actors of wood supply chains to implement
efficient wood supply chain management incorporating coordinated cost-saving strategies to remain
competitive. In order to observe the effects of individual and coordinated decision making, mixed-
integer programming models for forestry, round-wood transport, and the wood-based industry were
developed and integrated. The models deal with operational planning issues regarding production,
harvest, and transport and are solved sequentially for individual cost optimization of each wood
supply chain actor as well as simultaneously by a combined model representing joint cost opti-
mization in an integrated wood supply chain. This allows for the first time, benchmarking relative
cost-saving potential of the wood procurement strategies coordinated transports, integrated supply
chains, satellite stockyards, and higher truck payloads within a single case study setting. Based on
case study data from southern Austria, results show the advantages of an integrated supply chain
with a cost-saving potential of up to 24%. Higher truck payloads reinforce this potential and enable
up to 40% savings compared to the predominant wood procurement situation in Central Europe.
Wood supply chain integration for Central European circumstances seems to be feasible only for a
limited consortium of a few companies, for example when restricted to a wood-buying syndicate
supplying several industry plants or a few large forest enterprises, especially as both groups are
commonly steering wood transport on their own. Consequently, further research on the challenging
task of implementing integrated supply chains using the opportunities of digitalization to realize
existing cost savings potential by deepening cooperation and intensifying information exchange
is needed.

Keywords: wood supply chain management; optimization; mixed-integer programming; decision
support; wood-based industry; logistics; supply chain integration; coordinated round-wood transport;
truck payload; satellite stockyards

1. Introduction

Wood supply chains are dynamic networks of complex information and material
flows between forestry, transport, and industry stakeholders. Contrary to supply chains
of other industries (e.g., car, electronics), uncoordinated decision making focusing on
individual interests of single actors in planning, designing, operating, controlling, and
monitoring the wood supply chain dominates wood supply chains in Central Europe.
Wood supply chain actors pushing their own agendas and optimizing solely their own
performance impose constraints on other actors and lead to inefficiencies harming the
performance and competitiveness of the entire supply chain. Examples of integrated wood
supply chains, particularly in Northern Europe, Canada, and Chile, indicate a compet-
itive advantage through cooperation and coordinated decisions making. Consequently,
benchmarking promising procurement cost-saving strategies enables wood supply chain
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stakeholders to implement efficient and coordinated wood supply chain management to
remain competitive in an intensifying international competition environment.

In the scientific literature on wood supply chain management, operation research
methods were used to observe operational, tactical, and strategic planning problems and
applications [1–3]. Related literature reviews concentrated on optimizing wood trans-
port [4], forest biomass supply chains [5], transport logistics in Nordic countries [6] as well
as unimodal and multimodal wood transport including terminal logistics [7]. Research
articles focused on analyzing procurement cost-saving strategies such as transport coordi-
nation, supply chain integration, integrating satellite stockyards, or higher truck payloads
with operations research methods.

The formulation of requirements for timber transport vehicle routing [8] encouraged
researchers to focus on transport coordination strategies reducing transport costs. Column
generation-based solution approaches were used to solve the log truck scheduling prob-
lem [9] as well as integrating backhaul transport planning in forestry [10] and showed
cost savings in Swedish case studies. Cost savings in Austrian case studies were achieved
by a three-stage planning approach consisting of a transport problem, timber transport
order smoothing problem, and timber transport vehicle routing problem [11] with a Tabu
search-based solution procedure [12]. Combining optimization [13] with Discrete Event
Simulation enabled including stochastic effects in short-term transport planning to reduce
truck queuing and waiting times at industries in a Portuguese case study setting [14].

Wood supply chain integration considering strategic and tactical planning was mainly
observed with mixed-integer programming models applying case study data from Aus-
tralia [15], Sweden [16,17], Canada [18], and Chile [19,20]. Moreover, linear programming
approaches were utilized to model tactical planning decisions in the Chilean sawmill
industry [21] and strategic decisions for integrated harvest and production planning in
Canada [22]. Strategic decisions for a vertically integrated paper mill were considered
with an analytical model combining forest economics and operations management per-
spectives [23].

The potential of satellite stockyards was observed by solving the terminal location
problem in the forest fuel supply network based on a mixed-integer linear programming
model [24]. Others used a multi-period model to decide on the location of stockyards
to integrate seasonal payload restrictions and enable transport cost savings by natural
wood drying [25].

Truck and train terminals as well as the effects of higher truck payloads (i.e., up to
50 t) on critical key performance indicators were analyzed in Discrete Event Simulation
models for Austrian case study settings of multi-echelon [26] and multimodal [27] wood
supply chains. These built on an earlier model [28] enabling game-based stakeholder
workshops [29]. For Finish case study settings, high-capacity truck transportation systems
of up to 84 t were observed in Discrete Event Simulation [30] and Agent-based Simulation
models [31]. A linear programming model was used for an Australian case study setting
comparing five truck configurations with gross vehicle weights between 42.5 and 79 t [32].

The literature review on procurement cost-saving strategies showed the suitability of
the mixed-integer programming method but also revealed that case studies concentrated
to a large extend only on a single cost-saving strategy. Therefore, the variety of research
methods, models, and case study settings constrains a direct comparison of the impacts of
different procurement cost-saving strategies, which displays a considerable research gap.
Consequently, the goal of this study is to benchmark procurement cost-saving strategies in
an identical case study setting. This enables answering the research question: What is the
relative cost-saving potential of coordinated transport, higher truck payloads, integrated
supply chains, integrated supply chains combined with higher truck payloads, and satellite
stockyards?

Therefore, a mixed-integer programming approach was applied to implement opera-
tional production, harvest, and transport planning models and solve them sequentially for
individual cost optimization of each wood supply chain actor as well as simultaneously by
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a combined model representing joint cost optimization in an integrated wood supply chain.
This enabled direct comparisons of uncoordinated decision making of forestry, transport,
and industry with coordinated decision making in an integrated supply chain to quantify
relative procurement cost-saving potentials.

2. Models

The modeled wood supply chain consists of forestry, the wood-based industry, and
round-wood transport actors. Forestry, covering multiple harvesting areas of small-scale
forests and forest enterprises, provides pulpwood and saw logs. Accordingly, industry de-
mands from customers of wood-based products are divided into paper mills and sawmills.
Transport connects forestry and industry by transporting logs on self-loading trucks (i.e.,
forest crane trucks) and semitrailer trucks (i.e., prime mover truck coupled to a semitrailer).

For each wood supply chain actor, a specific operational mixed-integer programming
model is formulated. The models deal with short-term planning issues as the annual
sourcing and harvesting plan of industries and forests was already defined and the total
harvested round-wood of a forest is already assigned to a specific industry plant. Each
actor individually makes his or her decisions considering their own interests on a weekly
basis. The mathematical models are solved sequentially, starting with the industry model
followed by the forestry model, and finally the transport model, as the solution of the
preceding model(s) serves as input for the next one(s). The sequence of decisions is drawn
in Figure 1, with arrows representing the decision variable of the corresponding actor.
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industry, forestry, and transport model.

Industries confronted with different demands for wood products determine optimal
production plans and order quantities of wood. Forestry decides about bucking patterns
and assortments per harvest site, harvesting quantity, and harvesting date to fulfill indus-
trial demands. Trucking enterprises face a time window for each transport order, starting
with the release date of piled logs at forests roadsides given by the forestry until the due
date of transport order fulfillment given by the industries. Trucking enterprises have at
least one week to perform a transport order, even if harvesting takes place at later periods
than the requested order fulfillment time. Within these time windows, trucking enterprises
have the flexibility to schedule transport orders smoothing workload and optimizing
transport costs.
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In the business-as-usual situation, all actors operate independently and make their
decisions in an uncoordinated manner, optimizing their costs only under the given restric-
tions set by the decisions of predecessors and successors. Consequently, industries do not
know the exact delivery time of logs and forestry does not know when the wood will be
picked up at the moment of their decision-making. Therefore, the first result of the industry
as well as of the forestry model corresponds to planned procurement costs (PPC). Final
procurement costs (FPC) have to be calculated in a second step after all models have been
solved. The procurement costs represent the combination of the actors’ objective functions,
whose individual components are explained in the following descriptions of the industry,
forestry, and transport model.

2.1. Industry Model

The objective function of the industry model (1) minimizes the sum of inventory
holding, backlogging, fixed order, and penalty costs for violating safety stock and maximum
inventory level over the whole T-period horizon. The planning problem of the industries
representing an adapted lot-sizing problem can be defined as a selection of time when to
achieve what quantity of logs from which forest.

Although the annual harvesting and sourcing plan assures that the total order quantity
of one industry equals its demand for wood products over the total planning horizon (9),
the delivered quantity does not always equal the ordered quantity and depends on the
decisions of subsequent actors. It is assumed that the stock and backlog of logs at the
beginning of the planning horizon is zero (2–5). Restrictions (6) and (7) represent the
inventory balance restrictions of one industry for logs from forest enterprises and small-
scale forests. On the customer side, industries are confronted with a demand for wood
products that must be satisfied (8). As industries are dependent on continuous deliveries
throughout the year, safety stocks (11) and maximum inventory levels (12) cause extra costs
for external storage when exceeded (13–15), but mitigate predominated variability at the
supply side. Restriction (16) relates the decision variable of log demand at forest enterprises
with the general demand parameter. For the industry model, the indexes (Table 1), decision
variables (Table 2), and parameters (Table 3) are defined as follows:

Table 1. Indexes of the industry model.

Term Definition

i = 1 . . . I Set of industries
f = 1 . . . F Set of forests

F = FG ∪ FK Set of forests (forest enterprises and small-scale forests)
FG Set of forest enterprises
FK Set of small-scale forests

t = 1 . . . T Set of time periods

Table 2. Decision variables of the industry model.

Term Definition

I IG+
i,t

Quantity of logs from forest enterprises stored at industry i
at the end of time period t

I IK+
i,t

Quantity of logs from small-scale forests stored at industry i
at the end of time period t

I IG−
i,t

Quantity of logs from forest enterprises backlogged at industry i
at the end of time period t

I IK−
i,t

Quantity of logs from small-scale forests backlogged at industry i
at the end of time period t

yi, f ,t

{
1 Industry i orders in period t from forest f
0 Else

σmin
i,t

{
1 Industry i has less inventory as the requested safety stock in period t
0 Else
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Table 2. Cont.

Term Definition

σmax
i,t

{
1 Industry i surpasses the maximum inventory level in period t
0 Else

uG
i,t Demand for logs of forest enterprises of industry i in period t

xi, f ,t Order quantity of industry i of logs from forest f in period t

imax
i,t

Quantity which surpasses the maximum inventory level of
industry i in period t

Table 3. Parameters of the industry model.

Term Definition

hi Inventory holding costs of industry i
hmin Penalty costs of violating the safety stock
hmax Penalty costs per piece to surpass the maximum inventory level
bG

i Backlogging costs of logs from forest enterprises of industry i
bK

i Backlogging costs of logs from small-scale forests of industry i
ωi Fixed order costs of industry i
ui,t Total demand for logs of industry i in period t

ϕG+
i Initial inventory level of logs from forest enterprises at industry i

ϕK+
i Initial inventory level of logs from small-scale forests at industry i

ϕG−
i Initial level of backlog of logs from forest enterprises at industry i

ϕK−
i Initial level of backlog of logs from small-scale forests at industry

Mi, f
Maximum order quantity of industry i for logs from forest f over total

planning horizon
I Imax

i Maximum inventory level of industry i
I Imin

i Level of safety stock from industry i

MIN = ∑
i∈I

∑
t∈T

[
(

I IG+
i,t + I IK+

i,t

)
∗ hi + I IG−

i,t ∗ bG
i + I IK−

i,t ∗ bK
i + ∑

f∈F
yi, f ,t ∗ωi+(

imax
i,t − I Imax

i

)
∗ hmax + σmin

i,t ∗ hmin]

(1)

I IG+
i,0 = ϕG+

i ∀ i ∈ I (2)

I IG−
i,0 = ϕG−

i ∀ i ∈ I (3)

I IK+
i,0 = ϕK+

i ∀ i ∈ I (4)

I IK−
i,0 = ϕK−

i ∀ i ∈ I (5)

I IG+
i,t − I IG−

i,t = I IG+
i, t−1 − I IG−

i,t−1 + ∑ f∈FG xi, f ,t − uG
i,t ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (6)

I IK+
i,t − I IK−

i,t = I IK+
i, t−1 − I IK−

i,t−1 + ∑ f∈FK xi, f ,t − (ui,t − uG
i,t) ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (7)

∑t∈T∑ f∈Fxi, f ,t = ∑t∈Tui,t ∀ i ∈ I (8)

∑t∈Txi, f ,t = Mi, f ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F (9)

xi, f ,t ≤ yi, f ,t ∗Mi, f ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T, f ∈ F (10)

I IG+
i,t + I IK+

i,t ≥ I Imin
i − BigM ∗ σmin

i,t ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (11)

I IG+
i,t + I IK+

i,t ≤ I Imax
i + BigM ∗ σmax

i,t ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (12)

imax
i,t ≤ σmax

i,t ∗ BigM ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (13)

imax
i,t ≥ I IG+

i,t + I IK+
i,t − BigM ∗ (1− σmax

i,t ) ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (14)

imax
i,t ≤ I IG+

i,t + I IK+
i,t + BigM ∗ (1− σmax

i,t ) ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (15)
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uG
i,t ≤ ui,t ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T (16)

I IG+
i,t , I IK+

i,t , I IG−
i,t , I IK−

i,t , xi, f ,t, u
′ G
i,t , imax

i,t ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T, f ∈ F (17)

yi, f ,t, σmin
i,t , σmax

i,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i ∈ I, t ∈ T, f ∈ F (18)

2.2. Forestry Model

The objective function (19) of the forestry model minimizes fixed and variable har-
vesting costs, capital, and backlogging costs, extra costs arising through increasing ineffi-
ciency due to limited space at a stand, and the loss of profit through value downgrading
of logs over the entire planning period. Confronted with the log demand of diverse
industries (xi, f ,t), the planning problem of forestry starts with the decision of what quan-
tity should be harvested at what stand in each period to fulfill the specific demand of
industries (22) and (23).

Independent of the individual harvesting plan per stand, each stand is harvested
completely over the considered time period, which is determined at the annual harvesting
and sourcing plan (29). While no holding costs for stored logs must be paid, the forestry
is confronted with capital costs as the raw material is not yet sold. The inventory balance
constraints are formulated in (36). In case of backlogs, the forestry has to bear additional
backlogging costs to ensure satisfying log demand (e.g., harvest in areas that were not
initially planned, additional costs for hiring extra harvesting staff and resources, urgent
transport relocating logs to intermediate stands that are permanently accessible). Inef-
ficiency costs arise as forest road storage is limited and harvesting as well as transport
operations are hindered if inventories exceed a specific level. This is reflected through
maximum inventory levels and penalty costs, which are modeled through offsetting a
lump sum in case of violation (37)–(39). Profit loss through value downgrading of round-
wood arises if batches of logs are stored too long at a pile as timber quality decreases (e.g.,
through blue stain) resulting in a lower selling price. The calculation of value downgrading
quantities of different assortments is modeled in restriction (40) and (41). Forestry has to
decide optimal tree cutting directives to ensure fulfilling the industry demand of different
assortments. The quantity of the lowest and most valuable part of a tree is limited (24) and
used for satisfying sawlog demand. As sawlogs are potential substitutes for pulpwood, the
total supply quantity of logs for paper mills can be expanded (25). For the industry model,
the indexes (Table 4), decision variables (Table 5), and parameters (Table 6) are defined
as follows:

Table 4. Indexes of the forestry model.

Term Definition

I = IS ∪ IP Set of industries
IS Set of sawmills
IP Set of paper mills

F = FS ∪ FP Set of forests (forest enterprises and small-scale forests)
t = 1 . . . T Set of time periods

Table 5. Decision variables of the forestry model.

Term Definition

z f ,t

{
1 Forest f harvests in period t
0 Else

q f ,t Total harvesting quantity of forest f in period t composed of qS
f ,t and qP

f ,t
qi, f ,t Harvesting quantity of forest f for industry i in period t
qS

f ,t Total sawlog harvesting quantity of forest f in period t
qP

f ,t Total pulpwood harvesting quantity of forest f in period t
IF+

i, f ,t Quantity of logs for industry i at forest f in period t
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Table 5. Cont.

Term Definition

IF−i, f ,t Backlog quantity of logs for industry i at forest f in period t

VS
i, f ,t

Quantity of sawlogs for industry i at forest f ,
which must be downgraded in period t

VP
i, f ,t

Quantity of pulpwood for industry i at forest f ,
which must be downgraded in period t

β f ,t

{
1 Storage capacity of forest f is surpassed in period t
0 Else

µ f ,t Utilization of storage capacity of forest f in period t

λi, f ,t

{
1 Forest f has a backlog for the demand of industry i in period t
0 Forest f has inventories for the demand of industry i in period t

Table 6. Parameters of the forestry model.

Term Definition

κ
f ix
f

Fixed harvesting costs of forest f

κvar
f Variable harvesting costs/solid cubic meters of forest f
b f Backlogging costs of forest f

κWS Profit loss for downgraded sawlogs
κWP Profit loss for downgraded pulpwood
κSLA

f Lump sum costs at forest f in case of surpassing capacity restriction
C f Maximum available harvesting quantity of forest f

di, f ,t Demand of industry i for logs of forest f in period t
α Share of sawlogs depending on bucking decision measured based on C f

IFmax
f Maximum inventory capacity of forest f

qmin
f Minimum quantity for harvesting of forest f
$ f Boundary of inventory capacity of forest f
h f Capital costs of forest f

WS/WP Time when downgrading of sawlogs/pulpwood appears

MIN = ∑
f∈F

∑
t∈T

[z f ,t ∗ κ
f ix
f + q f ,t ∗ κvar

f

+∑
i∈I

IF+
i, f ,t ∗ h f + β f ,t ∗ κSLA

f

+∑
i∈I

IF−i, f ,t ∗ b f + VS
i, f ,t ∗ κWS + VP

i, f ,t ∗ κWP]

(19)

q f ,t ≤ z f ,t ∗ C f ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (20)

q f ,t ≥ z f ,t ∗ qmin
f ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (21)

∑t∈TqS
f ,t = ∑t∈T∑i∈IS di, f ,t ∀ f ∈ F (22)

∑t∈TqP
f ,t = ∑t∈T∑i∈IP di, f ,t ∀ f ∈ F (23)

∑t∈TqS
f ,t ≤ C f ∗ α ∀ f ∈ F (24)

∑t∈TqP
f ,t ≤ C f −∑t∈TqS

f ,t ∀ f ∈ F (25)

q f ,t = qP
f ,t + qS

f ,t ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (26)

qS
f ,t ≤ α ∗ q f ,t ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (27)

qP
f ,t ≥ q f ,t ∗ (1− α) ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (28)

∑t∈Tq f ,t = C f ∀ f ∈ F (29)
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∑i∈IS qi, f ,t = qS
f ,t ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (30)

∑i∈IP qi, f ,t = qP
f ,t ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (31)

IF+
i, f ,0 = 0 ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F (32)

IF−i, f ,0 = 0 ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F (33)

IF+
i, f ,t ≤ 0 + BigM ∗

(
1− λi, f ,t

)
∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F, t ∈ T (34)

IF−i, f ,t ≤ 0 + BigM ∗ λi, f ,t ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F, t ∈ T (35)

IF+
i, f ,t − IF−i, f ,t = IF+

i, f ,t−1 − IF−i, f ,t−1 + qi, f ,t − di, f ,t ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F, t ∈ T (36)

∑i∈I IF+
i, f ,t ≤ IFmax

f ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (37)

∑i∈I IF+
i, f ,t

IFmax
f

= µ f ,t ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (38)

µ f ,t ≤ $ f +
(

1− $ f

)
∗ β f ,t ∀ f ∈ F, t ∈ T (39)

VS
i, f ,t ≥ IF+

i, f ,t−1 − IF−i, f ,t−1 + qi, f ,t −∑t+WS
n=t di, f ,n −VS

i, f , t−1 ∀ i ∈ IS, f ∈ F, t ∈ T (40)

VP
i, f ,t ≥ IF+

i, f ,t−1 − IF−i, f ,t−1 + qi, f ,t −∑t+WP
n=t di, f ,n −VP

i, f , t−1 ∀ i ∈ IP, f ∈ F, t ∈ T (41)

VS
i, f , 0 = 0 ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ F (42)

VP
i, f , 0 = 0 ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ F (43)

q f ,t, qi, f ,t, IF+
i, f ,t, IF−i, f ,t, VS

i, f ,t, VP
i, f ,t, qS

f ,t, qP
f ,t, µ f ,t ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F, t ∈ T (44)

z f ,t, β f ,t, λi, f ,t ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ F, t ∈ T (45)

2.3. Transport Model

The objective function of the transport model (46) maximizes the profit attained from
transporting logs from different forest sites to industry locations in their transport region
minus total transport costs consisting of a variable and a fixed cost. The planning problem
of trucking enterprises is to decide the optimal schedule of transport orders with respect to
possible time slots of orders, legal restrictions in regard to transport payload per truck (50)
and driving time per truck driver (51), and maximum inventory levels of industries (56–58),
with the goal to achieve a smooth workload.

As industries and forestry can order and harvest multiple times, the trucking enter-
prise is free to combine quantities of different transport orders, but all transport orders
must be fulfilled (47). Trucking enterprises are responsible for a specific geographical area
because, in mountainous regions, regional truck drivers are needed to find pick-up points
despite lacking GPS support. Restriction (48) ensures that a trucking enterprise fulfills
orders falling within their remit. A transport order is defined for each order of one industry
at one forest enterprise, including a specific due date. The release date of a transport order
is defined by the harvesting time since transport can start as soon as the corresponding
logs are harvested. The parameter vi, f ,a,t defines in which period a transport order can
be fulfilled. Aside from defined potential larger time slots, a trucking enterprise has at
least one period for executing the transport order. The time span of order settlement is
modeled in (49). Imbalances in daily workloads lead to organizational problems and higher
costs, therefore trucking enterprises try to distribute transport orders equally over the
periods (52)–(54). Even though trucking enterprises are confronted with high costs for
overtime as well as organizing additional external trucks and equipment to cover high
workload in peak times, they are forced to pay overhead costs with no related profit in
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times of capacity underutilization. For the transport model, the indexes (Table 7), decision
variables (Table 8), and parameters (Table 9) are defined as follows:

Table 7. Indexes of the transport model.

Term Definition

i = 1 . . . I Set of industries
f = 1 . . . F Set of forests

a = 1 . . . A Set of transport orders
t = 1 . . . T Set of time periods
r = 1 . . . R Set of transport regions
j = 1 . . . J Set of trucks

Table 8. Decision variables of the transport model.

Term Definition

mi, f ,a,j,t,r
Quantity of transport order a, which is transported between

forest f and industry i with truck j of region r in period
lj,t,r

{
1 Truck j of region r is used in period t
0 Else

ρt, r
Positive deviation from average number of trucks used

in region r in period t

ηt,r
Deviation from average number of trucks used

in region r in period t
Yr Average number of trucks used in region r

φi, f ,j,t,r
Minimum number of transports from forest f to industry i, not violating

the admissible gross vehicle weight of truck j of region r in period t
I Ii,t Total quantity of logs stored at industry i at the end of time period t

Table 9. Parameters of the transport model.

Term Definition

Pi, f Price of transporting a log from forest f to industry i
τi, f Variable costs of driving once the route between forest f and industry i

τ
L f ix
r Fixed costs per used truck in region r

ψη Additional costs to pay in case the number of trucks used negatively deviates
from the average number of trucks used over the entire time horizon

ψρ Additional costs to pay in case the number of trucks used positively deviates
from the average number of trucks used over the entire time horizon

vi, f ,a,t


1 Order a between forest f and industry i
can be fullfilled in period t with respect to release and due date
0 Else

δi, f Driving time from forest f to industry i
ς Maximum legal driving time of a truck driver

ℵi, f ,r


1 Region r is respsonible for the transport
route between forest f and industry i
0 Else

vi, f ,a Weight of logs of transport order a of forest-industry pair
i Maximum legal truck payload

ui,t Demand of industry i in period
I Imax

i Maximum inventory level of industry i
ϕi Initial inventory level of industry i

MAX = ∑
r∈R

∑
t∈T

[∑
j∈J

∑
i∈I

∑
f∈F

∑
a∈A

(P
i, f
∗ m

i, f ,a,j,t,r
)−∑

i∈I
∑
f∈F

∑
j∈J

φi, f ,j,t,r ∗ τi, f

−∑
j∈J

lj,t,r ∗ τ
L f ix
r − ηt,r ∗ ψη − ρt, r ∗ ψρ]

(46)
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∑r∈R∑t∈T∑j∈Jmi, f ,a,j,t,r = vi, f ,a ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F, a ∈ A (47)

∑t∈T∑j∈J∑a∈Ami, f ,a,j,t,r ≤ ℵi, f ,r ∗ BigM ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F, r ∈ R (48)

∑r∈R∑j∈Jmi, f ,a,j,t,r ≤ vi, f ,a,t ∗vi, f ,a ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F, a ∈ A, t ∈ T (49)

∑a∈Ami, f ,a,j,t,r ≤ i ∗ φi, f ,j,t,r ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F, j ∈ J, t ∈ T, r ∈ R (50)

∑i∈I∑ f∈Fφi, f ,j,t,r ∗ δi, f ≤ ς ∗ lj,t,r ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T, r ∈ R (51)

Yr =
∑t∈T ∑j∈J lj,t,r

T
∀ r ∈ R (52)

ηt,r ≥ Yr −∑j∈J lj,t,r ∀ t ∈ T, r ∈ R (53)

ρt, r ≥ ∑j∈J lj,t,r − Yr ∀ t ∈ T, r ∈ R (54)

∑i∈I∑ f∈F∑a∈Ami, f ,a,j,t,r ≤ lj,t,r ∗ BigM ∀ j ∈ J, t ∈ T, r ∈ R (55)

I Ii,t = I Ii,t−1 + ∑ f∈F∑a∈A∑j∈J∑r∈Rmi, f ,a,j,t,r − ui,t ∀ t ∈ T, i ∈ I (56)

I Ii,0 = ϕi ∀ i ∈ I (57)

I Ii,t ≤ I Imax
i ∀ t ∈ T, i ∈ I (58)

ηt,r, ρt, r, Yr, φi, f ,j,t,r, mi, f ,a,j,t,r, I Ii,t ≥ 0 ∀ i ∈ I, f ∈ F, a ∈ A, j ∈ J, t ∈ T, r ∈ R (59)

lj,t,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀ t ∈ T, r ∈ R, j ∈ J (60)

3. Results

Models, strategies, and scenarios were parameterized based on case study data of the
Austrian provinces Carinthia and Styria. The demand network for the industry model
covers three paper mills and one sawmill. The supply network includes 35 forests divided
into 20 forest enterprises with more than 200 hectares of forest area and 15 small-scale forests
with a forest area of less than 200 hectares. For transport, data from 11 regional trucking
enterprises were collected. From the data set, it is ensured that both the total transport
capacity is high enough to fulfill all transport orders and the combined transport capacity
is greater than timber demand. Since data were collected from competing companies
including internal and sensitive information, data sets cannot be published.

Strategies and scenarios were calculated with AMPL Version: 3.5.0.201802211250.
With the data set from the case study region, approximately five million decision variables
and 170,000 constraints were necessary for the business-as-usual case (base strategy). Even
with the included pre-optimization of AMPL, which cuts non-binding constraints and
ignores unnecessary decision variables, the sheer size of the problem leads to calculation
times of several hours per model. To reduce calculation time, an accuracy tolerance (i.e.,
the difference between the current ILP solution and the corresponding LP-relaxation) of
a maximum of 10% was accepted. The procurement costs, as well as the coefficients of
variation, were set in relation to the base strategy in order to provide a benchmark and
summarized in Table 10 and Figure 2.

3.1. Base (B) Strategy

Looking at the material flow, industries are confronted with a consistent demand
for wood products. The industry starts with the batch building leading to a coefficient of
variation of the order quantity (COQ) of 16% for the industry. Afterward, forestry batches
harvest operations even more resulting in a coefficient of variation of the harvest quantity
(CHQ) of 37%. This increasing fluctuation along the supply chain is well known as the
bullwhip effect as shown in Figure 3.
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Table 10. Relative procurement costs and coefficient of variation of the strategies and scenarios.

Strategy Scenario Cost
Coefficient of Variation in %

COQ CHQ CTQ

Base 1 16 37 8

Coordinated Transport 0.97 16 37 22

Payload

44 t 0.97 16 37 14
50 t 0.93 16 37 12
54 t 0.92 16 37 11
58 t 0.91 16 37 19

Supply Chain

IFT 0.76 9 38 9
I 1.32 10 39 10
F 0.93 22 51 22
T 2.41 15 49 15

Supply Chain Payload

44 t 0.74 23 50 23
50 t 0.67 15 54 15
54 t 0.65 9 40 9
58 t 0.60 13 54 13

Satellite Stockyard 0.98 14 58 33
Coefficient of variation in %: COQ = coefficient of order quantity, CHQ = coefficient of harvest quantity,
CTQ = coefficient of transport quantity; scenario: IFT = industry forestry transport, I = industry, F = forestry,
T = transport.
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3.2. Coordinated Transport (CT) Strategy

In this strategy, central planning is simulated to examine the advantages of a coor-
dinated transport system and respective potential procurement cost savings. To model
this case, capacities and locations of all transport agents were combined, resulting in one
transport region. The industry and forestry models remain unchanged to the base strategy.
Coordinated transport by a central planning unit results in cost savings of 3%, although
the overall transport fluctuation measured by the coefficient of variation of the transport
quantity (CTQ) increases from 8% to 22%, whereas COQ and CHQ remain at 16% and 37%,
respectively.

3.3. Payload (P) Strategy

The payload strategy evaluates procurement cost-saving potentials through the in-
crease of the maximum gross vehicle weight to 44, 50, 54, and 58 t, respectively. In Austria,
the general legal gross vehicle weight for trucks is 40 t, but an exemption exists for log
transport on self-loading trucks. A gross vehicle weight of 44 t is allowed if the destination
is within 100 km of the harvest site. Moreover, after natural disasters such as storm dam-
ages or bark beetle infestations, the gross vehicle weight limit can be raised up to 50 t by
provincial governments.

An increase of gross vehicle weight to 44, 50, 54, and 58 t can save up to 3%, 7%, 8%,
and 9%, respectively. The biggest cost-saving step is already achieved by 50 t. All cost
savings can be directly allocated to the transport model since there are no changes in the
industry and forestry model. The COQ and CHQ remain unchanged from the base strategy
since the increase of the maximal vehicle weight of trucks only concerns the transport
model. The CTQ changes to 14% (44 t), 12% (50 t), 11% (54 t), and 19% (58 t).

3.4. Supply Chain (SC) Strategy

The third cost-saving strategy analyzes the effects of an integrated supply chain. In
the supply chain strategy, a centralized planning unit is simulated, where all decisions
regarding the vertical supply chain are made simultaneously. Therefore, order quantity,
harvest quantity, and transport quantity are perfectly synchronized with each other. To
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simulate an integrated timber supply chain, the three models were combined into one
supply chain model. One change that had to be made was to flip the transport model from
a maximization problem to a minimization problem, which was achieved by multiplying
all functions of the transport model by minus one. For the supply chain objective function,
the three objective functions were combined into a single objective function subjected to all
constraints of the three models. The order quantity equals the transport quantity because of
the coordination of the entire supply chain. Therefore, the order quantity decision variable
and the transport quantity decision variable were combined into one decision variable that
serves both purposes. The underlying constraints and objective function were changed to
the new decision variable.

The impact of a shift in decision power between the different supply chain actors is
illustrated by calculating the supply chain model in four scenarios. In the first scenario
“industry forestry transport” (IFT), the decision power is equally distributed between the
three actors. Every decision made is considered best for the integrated supply chain. For
the other scenarios “industry” (I), “forestry” (F), and “transport” (T), all supply chain
decisions are up to one actor (i.e., either I, F, or T) aiming to minimize their own costs
without any regard to the other two actors. Through these scenarios, essential indications
of power shifts within the SC can be attained. If the central planning unit prioritizes just
one actor, it results in a critical worsening. If industry or transport is favored, procurement
costs increase by 32% and 141%, respectively. Although prioritizing the forestry reduces
costs by 7%, it still diminishes potential cost savings of the IFT scenario, as the IFT scenario
saves up to 24% of the costs compared to the base strategy. All COQ and CTQ are identical
to each other since the coordination is perfectly synchronized in the SC. The corresponding
coefficients for IFT, I, F, and T are 9%, 10%, 22%, and 15%, respectively. The CHQ of the
IFT, I, F, and T case are 38%, 39%, 51%, and 49%, respectively.

3.5. Supply Chain Payload (SCP) Strategy

In this strategy, a payload increase is implemented into the IFT scenario of the supply
chain strategy to examine synergy and enforcing effects. A payload increase to 44, 50, 54,
and 58 t results in procurement cost savings of 26%, 33%, 35%, and 40% compared to the
base strategy, respectively. As in the SC strategy, COQ and CTQ are also equal in the SCP
strategy. In the 44 t SCP, they are both 23% and CHQ is 50%. For the SCP 50 t, the COQ
and CTQ are 15% and the CHQ is 54%. In the SCP 54 t case, the COQ and CTQ are 9% and
the CHQ is 40%. For the SCP 58 t, the COQ and CTQ are 13% and the CHQ is 54%

3.6. Satellite Stockyard (S) Strategy

In this strategy, the base case model is extended by a stockyard allocated between
forestry and industry sites, to take into account that storage on plant sites is limited and
expensive. The satellite stockyard was modeled as a separate inventory where every route
to and from the satellite stockyard had specific additional transportation costs. The holding
costs for the satellite stockyard can be adjusted separately. At the stockyard, no quality loss
of the stored timber was assumed. Transport from the stockyard to industries is carried out
with semitrailer trucks that have a 6 t higher payload than a forest crane truck.

Introducing a satellite stockyard to the supply chain saves up to 2% procurement costs.
Forestry operations take advantage of the satellite storage to cluster harvests, which can be
observed through increased batch sizes and by the CHQ, which rose to 58%, the highest
value in all strategies.

4. Discussion

The tremendous positive impacts of supply chain coordination and integration have
already been observed in several articles. Accordingly, an integrated supply chain model
was formulated to evaluate the potential of internal pricing as a mechanism to align forest
harvest decisions and industrial production planning [19]. Others [20] compared the
performance of a coordinated supply chain versus a supply chain, where business units set
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their decisions about operations unilaterally in a two-stage approach, by using the mean of
the net present value. Moreover, it was shown by a linear programming model [22] that
the integration of harvesting and production planning decisions simultaneously improves
net revenue and ecosystem conservation compared to a decoupled supply chain strategy.

The presented models have in common with existing linear programming models
of the wood supply chain [15–17] that the availability of logs is assumed to be already
assigned in the long term. Each forest has a predetermined supply of logs, which cannot
be succeeded. The presented model, and others [16,17] model restrictions about maxi-
mal sourcing volume of logs to introduce this assumption. Nevertheless, the presented
model formulates the decision problem of forestry in more detail, clearly pointing out
the interests and market power of forestry. Forestry can decide about bucking patterns
and optimal harvesting times to fulfill industry orders. Contrary, in other wood supply
chain models [15–17] the available quantity of logs is just a side constraint to consider.
The focus of coordination lies in industries. Industries decide the optimal production and
distribution plan for producing wood products and satisfying customer demand. They
can freely decide when to procure the logs for production. Forestry has no market power
to influence this decision. The transport smoothing and transport costs savings by reduc-
ing the required equipment and combining routes in the presented model are similarly
modeled as in [11], which also consider forestry constraints as outlined in [8], even though
saving costs is the main objective. In addition to a simplified production and demand
formulation in the presented model, material flows between industries (e.g., from sawmills
to pulp mills), the energy industry as a third member on the industry side as mentioned
in the formulation of [19], additional procurement streams like recycled paper [23], and
different transportation modes (i.e., ship, train, truck) [17] are not included. Contrary to
the formulation of wood supply chain models considering industry and transport [11], or
industry and forestry [20] as cooperating actors, the presented model denotes the decision
situation of all participating forestry, transport, and industry actors of the wood supply
chain in detail.

The results of this study focus on strategy and scenario analysis based on the presented
mixed-integer programming models for forestry, round-wood transport, and wood-based
industry to emphasize relative procurement cost-saving potential. Variability in order,
delivery, and harvest volumes of the different strategies is not critical per se, especially for
wood harvest volumes, but coordinating the supply chain improves the balance between
transport capacity utilization and industry demand.

Since there are primarily small trucking enterprises handling only a small truck fleet
in Austria, optimization and smoothing of every trucking enterprise individually might
limit the cost-saving potential of timber transport. Consequently, the coordinated transport
strategy combines all transport resources to benefit from economies of scale. In the CT
strategy, the increase of the CTQ is acceptable since cost savings are achieved by combining
transport capacities and benefit from shared resources. Wood bartering was discussed as
a potential coordination method to share the profits arising through coordination by [33].
For Swedish case studies, cost-saving potentials were reported using back haulage routes
(7%) and wood barter (5%) [34] as well as optimized truck route scheduling with a saving
potential ranging from 5 to 30% [35]. Based on case study data from southern Sweden,
collaboration in transportation planning saves up to 14% transportation costs and 20%
emissions from the trucks [33]. Applying MILP-model optimizing transportation of energy
wood to several plants, cooperation proved to result in 23% lower transport costs than
through competition [36]. A transport costs saving potential of 2% was reported when
optimization model results were compared to manual planning in a related Austrian case
study region [37]. Although the positive effect of coordinated transport was reported, cost
savings in relation to transport costs only accounted for part of the procurement costs.
The reported 3% cost savings in this study, which can be directly allocated to transport
coordination, are in relation to the total procurement costs.
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Through payload increase, a linear decrease in costs is achieved, which was expected
from an optimization standpoint. The considered gross payloads for Australian (i.e., 42.5,
62.5, 79 t) [32] and Finish (i.e., 68, 76, and 84 t) [30,31] conditions illustrate the comparatively
low limits in Austria, resulting in the conservative scenario design for 44, 50, 54, and 58 t,
which hinders direct comparisons. Nevertheless, savings by increasing the legal gross
payloads were reported for Austrian condition, where an increase from 44 t to 50 t reduced
the number of self-loading trucks in a multi-echelon unimodal wood supply chain cutting
transport costs by 6–11% [26], depending on the transport distance and maximal terminal
capacity utilization. This compares to a 4% procurement cost-cutting for a similar payload
increase in the presented P strategy. For Finish conditions, comparable ranges of cost
reduction by increased gross vehicle weights from 68 t to 76 t (i.e., +12% payload) and to
84 t (i.e., +24% payload) result in savings of trucking costs of up to 3% and 9%, respectively.
In the presented payload strategy in this study, an increase of 10% and 25% payload results
in 3% and 7% procurement cost reduction, respectively. Therefore, the payload effect on
cost reduction shows for both countries a similar range even though differing methods had
been applied (i.e., Agent-based Simulation for Finland and ILP for Austria).

In a case study of an integrated Swedish supply chain [38] including three pulp mills
and ten domestic harvest areas focusing on transportation, storage, and production plan
costs, potential savings of between 5 and 10% were shown when optimization model results
were compared to manual planning. In the presented results based on Austrian case study
data, a procurement cost-saving potential of up to 24% (SC) in an integrated supply chain
was observed. Cooperation in Austrian wood supply chains is underdeveloped, resulting
in a higher improvement potential compared to the Swedish cases. For the cost savings of
the IFT scenario in the SC strategy, the driving force seems to be the perfect coordination
between industry and transport quantity that can be observed by the COQ and CTQ
value, which are equal in all cases with an integrated supply chain. The combination
of increased payload and equally distributed decision power (IFT scenario) in the SCP
strategy synergize perfectly. The steady increase of payload seamlessly works in the SCP
and reinforces cost savings.

The satellite stockyard reduces risk to some extent as industry reduces internal stocks
and increases order frequency, while forestry increases harvest quantity since the risk of
quality depreciation is reduced. Furthermore, interim storage decouples wood harvest-
ing volumes from orders but increases transport flexibility leading to cost savings. The
presented model did not consider that logs stored at a stockyard naturally dry and more
volume can be transported at the same truck payload, which reduces transportation costs
by about 6% [25]. In addition, optimizing of terminal site location was not considered in
this study, but has been covered by others [24].

5. Conclusions

The main contribution of this study is in providing a benchmark of wood procurement
cost-saving strategies, comparing for the first time the relative impact of coordinated trans-
port, higher truck payloads, integrated supply chain, integrated supply chain combined
with higher truck payloads and satellite stockyards within a single case study setting.
Coordination of transport planning and introducing interim storage provides the potential
to reduce procurement costs, but increasing legal payload has a stronger impact. If indus-
try or transport can coordinate the wood supply chain according to their specific goals,
procurement costs considerably increase, whereas coordination from a forestry viewpoint
leads to cost savings.

Coordination of the wood supply chain from an overall planning perspective gains
tremendous cost savings, but also requires the commitment of all involved actors. Ex-
periences from workshops accompanying this study indicate that wood supply chain
managers prefer those strategies where the implementations are more in their control,
even though they have a less positive impact on costs. Wood supply chain integration
for Central European circumstances seems to be feasible only for a limited consortium of
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a few companies, for example, restricted to a wood-buying syndicate supplying several
industry plants or a few large forest enterprises, especially as both groups are commonly
steering wood transport on their own. The main managerial implications of this study lie
in enhancing lobbying for increasing legal payload, deepening cooperation, and improving
coordination with potent supply chain partners in order to reduce wood procurement costs.

The results for the different procurement cost-saving strategies fit well to reported
findings of other studies, therefore it can be assumed that the presented models do well in
representing both the wood supply chain and effects of the most relevant procurement cost-
saving strategies. Limitations of the presented models, providing future research potential,
are the reduction of the complexity of the wood supply chain by omitting seasonal supply
risks with an impact on supply security and procurement costs such as spring thaw, heavy
snowfall, or rainy periods delaying transport and harvest activities. The decision behavior
of supply chain actors was unified, even though conflicting goals may occur due to a large
number of forest enterprises and private small-scale forest owners resulting in different
priorities. Further research on the challenging task of implementing integrated supply
chains is needed using the opportunities of digitalization to realize cost savings potential
by deepening cooperation and intensifying information exchange.
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